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A COVERING PROPERTY WHICH IMPLIES ISOCOMPACTNESS. I

J. M. WORRELL, JR. AND H. H. WICKE

Abstract. We define a covering property for a topological space which does not

explicitly mention countability or finitude of collections although it generalizes

weak 80-refinability. We prove a general theorem that implies that countably

compact spaces having the covering property are compact.

1. Introduction. The main purpose of this paper is to consider a covering property

which generalizes a number of those in the literature including weak 50-refinability.

Thus it generalizes such properties as paracompactness and metacompactness.

Unlike the familiar properties just mentioned, the covering property introduced

here does not explicitly mention the finitude or countability of collections at a

point or the possibility of expressing a cover as a countable union of certain

collections. We regard this paper as a natural sequel to the paper [WW2], which

provides further background on covering properties. The following corollary of the

results obtained here generalizes Theorem 2.3 of the paper [WW2] which estab-

lished the isocompactness of weak <5f?-refinability (see also [WoW], where an

equivalent proposition was stated). The statement of 1.1 illustrates the point made

above about mention of finitude or countability.

1.1. Theorem. Suppose X is a countably compact space such that for every open

cover % of X of uncountable regular cardinality there is a collection 2, of collections

of open subsets of X such that (1) U & refines %, (2) |â| < |9C|, and (3) for each

p EX there is a T G S such that 0 < |{ V E T: p G V}\ < \%\. Then X is

compact.

From this result the isocompactness of weakly ôo-refinable spaces (and, hence, of

a number of other kinds of spaces [WW2]) follows directly.

Our approach here is to prove a main theorem concerning closed ultrafilters in

spaces having a covering property related to that expressed in 1.1 and satisfying a

cardinality restriction on discrete subspaces. The main theorem implies 1.1 and

leads to analogues and generalizations of other results including some found in [B],

[HV], and [WWJ.

2. Definitions and preliminaries. We establish some convenient terminology here.

For definitions of covering properties not given here we refer to [WW2].
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2.1. Definition. If A" is a space, ¡i is a cardinal number, and % is an open cover

of X, a weak [ n]-refinement of % is an open refinement of % (which covers A")

which can be expressed as U S where 2 is a collection of collections of open sets

which refine % such that: (1) |2| < /t, and (2) for all p £ X there exists TfeS

such that 0<|{KgT:^ G V}\ < p. A [ ¡i]-refinement is a weak [/t]-ref inement

as above such that each member of 2 is an open cover of X.

The following concept of Hodel and Vaughan [HV] is clearly related to the main

concept of our paper as can be seen from Definition 2.3 and the statement of

Theorem 3.1.

2.2. Definition [HV]. Let a and ß be cardinal numbers. A space X is called

[a, ßX-refinable if and only if for every regular cardinal ¡i such that a < ¡i < ß, if

% is an open cover of X such that \GI\,\ = u, then there is a [/t]-refinement of %. A

space is [a, oo)'-refinable if and only if it is [a, j8]r-refinable for all ß > a.

A natural extension of the above terminology follows.

2.3. Definition. A space X is weakly [a, ßf-refinable (respectively, weakly

[a, oo)r-refinable) if in Definition 2.2 weak [/t]-refinement is used in place of

[ /t]-refinement.

Clearly if a space is weakly Sö-refinable, then it is weakly [Hx, oo/-refinable. Also

if every open cover of a weakly [Hx, oo)r-refinable space has a subcover of

cardinality Hx, then the space is weakly 50-refinable.

3. The main theorem. Here we prove a theorem from which 1.1 and other results

follow. The method of proof has some elements in common with methods used in

[WW2] and [B]. For terminology (not given here) concerning closed ultrafilters see

[B]. A closed ultrafilter ^ is said to have the k-intersection property if every

subcollection of *§ of cardinality < k has nonempty intersection. A closed ultra-

filter ®s is called free provided D $ = 0- As in [E], if A* is a space, e(X) denotes

the smallest cardinal m > N0 such that every closed and discrete subspace has

cardinality < m. By a wellordered increasing (decreasing) collection of sets of

cardinal k is meant a collection {Ba: a < «} that can be indexed by a cardinal k in

such a way that a < y < k implies Ba Ç By (Ba D By).

3.1. Theorem. Suppose that X is a space and k is an infinite cardinal such that

every subset of X of cardinality > k has a 2-limit point and every wellordered

increasing open cover % of X of regular cardinality > k has a weak [\%\]-refinement.

Then no free closed ultrafilter on X has the K-intersection property.

Proof. Suppose ^ is a free closed ultrafilter on X having the K-intersection

property. Let y be the smallest cardinal such that there exists '%' C *2F with |?P| = y

and n *?' = 0. Then k < y. Let <5' = {Fa: a < y} where H %' = 0, and define

Ba= D {Fs: 8 <a} for all a < y. Then Ba £ <5 for all a < y and a < 8 < y

implies Ba D Bs and D {Ba: a <y} = 0. Suppose/is an increasing function on

cf(y) such that y = sup{/(a): a < cf(y)}. Then D {RAay « < cf(y)} = 0. Hence

cf(y) = y, so y is regular. The collection % = {X \ Ba: a < y) is a wellordered

increasing open cover of X. Let 2. be a collection such that U S is a weak

[|9C|]-refinement of %. Let 2. = {%: ß < 8} where 5 < y. For each ß < 8 let
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Cp = [x E X: 0 < |{ V G %: x E V}\ < y). There exists some ß < 8 such that

Cß intersects each element of 'S. If not, then for each a < 8, there is Ma E 'S such

that CaD Ma = 0. Since 8 < y, D {Ma: a < 8] E <S. Since Cß n D {M„: a <

8} = 0 for all ß < 8, it follows that D {Ma: a < 8} = 0, a contradiction. Let C„

intersect each element of <3r. For some M E 'S, M ç U % (otherwise, A1 \ U %

G f ). By [M, Theorem 18, p. 8], there exists a set D Q M n C, such that

Jl/nC^Ç st(D, CV^)) and no member of T^ contains two points of D. Hence D

has no 2-limit points and the hypothesis implies that \D\ < k. Since D Ç Cn and y

is regular, some subcollection % C °V^ covers M n C, and |%| < y. For each

U E % let //„ G % be such that //<, D I/. Then n {X \ Hv: U E %,} n M n

Cn = 0. Since H {A" \ rY^: (/ £ %} n M 6 Î, this involves a contradiction. □

We note that in the proof no use is made of the property that the intersection of

two open sets is open (or, equivalently, the theorem can be established using only

Axiom 0 of [M]).

3.2. Theorem. Suppose that X is a Tx-space such that e(X) < k and every

wellordered increasing open cover % of X of regular cardinality > k has a weak

[\%\]-refinement. Then no free closed ultrafilter on X has the k-intersection property.

Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that D in the proof of 3.1 has cardinality < k.

D
The following corollary is a restatement of 1.1.

3.3. Corollary. Suppose X is countably compact and weakly [Hx, oo)'-refinable.

Then X is compact.

Proof. Since A" is countably compact, countably infinite subsets have co-limit

points and all closed filters on X have the countable intersection property. By 3.1,

X has no free closed ultrafilters.   □

3.4. Corollary [HV, Corollary 4.6]. Let X be countably compact. If X is

[N,, oo)r-refinable, then X is compact. In particular, if X is either meta-Lindelof or

9-refinable, then X is compact.    □

3.5. Corollary [WW2, Theorem 2.3]. Every closed and countably compact subset

of a weakly 89-refinable space is compact.   □

3.6. Corollary. Suppose X is Hx-compact and Tx and weakly [Hx, oo)'-refinable.

Then X is closed-complete.

Proof. The N,-compactness of X implies that e(X) < H0. Closed-complete means

that closed ultrafilters with the countable intersection property are not free. Thus

the statement follows from 3.1.   □

3.7. Corollary [B, Corollary 3.3]. // X is a weakly 89-refinable Hx-compact,

Tx-space, then X is closed-complete.    □

In the following theorem, the concept of 9-diagonal is the concept called

Condition II in [FL]. It is implied by each of the concepts of primitive base,
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primitive diagonal and Gfi-diagonal. Thus the theorem generalizes several parts of

Theorem 2.10 of [WWJ.

3.8. Theorem. Suppose X is countably compact and T2. Then X is metrizable if and

only if X is weakly [N,, oo)'-refinable and has a 9-diagonal.

Proof. It follows from [FL, Theorem 3.5] that compact T2 spaces having a

0-diagonal are metrizable. Thus the result follows from Corollary 3.2.   □

The following theorem involves a stronger covering property which also implies

weak 5f?-refinability.

3.9. Theorem. Suppose for every uncountable open cover % of a space X there is a

collection 2 of collections of open sets such that (1) each element of 2 refines %, (2)

|2| < |3C|, and (3) for allp £ X, there is Y £ 2 such that 0 < |{ V £ T: p £ V}\

< |2|. If k is an infinite cardinal such that every discrete subspace of X has

cardinality < k, then every open cover of X has a subcover of cardinality < k (i.e. X

is [k + , oo)-compact).

Proof. Suppose % is an open cover of X of minimum cardinality that has no

subcover of cardinality < k. Then there exists a collection 2 as described in the

statement of the theorem. Let |2| = y, and 2 = {"Y^: ß < y}. Let Cß be defined

as in the proof of 3.1. Then by [M], for each ß there exists a discrete Dß Q Cß such

that Cß C st(Dß, C\T8). Since each \Dß\ < k, X is covered by a subcollection % of

U 2 of cardinality < k ■ |2| < |0C|. Since U 2 is a refinement of %, <¥ has no

subcover of cardinality < k. This contradicts the minimum cardinality of %.   □

3.10. Corollary [B], [WWJ. If X is a hereditarily Hx-compact Tx-space which is

weakly 89-refinable, then X is Lindelof.   □
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